Dual Flat Panel Bracket For Horizontal Mounting LCD Displays

Dual Flat Panel Bracket
FLP-0008-11
• The bracket attaches to a support arm (M-Series, or VHM Variable Height Arm) or roll stand allowing two (2) flat panel displays to be mounted side-by-side
• Horizontal spread adjustment accommodates displays with enclosures up to 21”/53.3 cm in width
• Provides swivel at connection point to arm (not a roll stand) and independent tilt/swivel adjustments for each display screen

M-Series 8”/20.3 cm Pivot Arm (Swivel)
WMM-0005-01
M-Series 12”/30.5 cm Pivot Arm (Swivel)
WMM-0005-02
M-Series 16”/40.4 cm Pivot Arm (Swivel)
WMM-0005-03
• Pivot arm with swivel only head offers two (2) pivot points for lateral adjustability
• Features range of motion from flush to full extension
• Maximum Load: 60 lbs/27.3 kg
NOTE: Channel sold separately

M-Series Flush Mount (Swivel)
WMM-0005-04
• Flush mount with swivel only head permits mounting in areas with limited clearance and/or space
• Provides 3.75”/9.5 cm clearance from the wall
• Maximum Load: 60 lbs/27.3 kg
NOTE: Channel sold separately

M-Series Articulating Arm 8 x 8”/20.3 x 20.3 cm (Swivel)
WMM-0005-05
• Articulating arm with swivel only head offers swivel/tilt adjustments and three (3) pivot points for lateral adjustability
• Features range of motion from flush to full extension, and cable management
• Maximum Load: 30 lbs/13.6 kg
NOTE: Channel sold separately

VHM™ Variable Height Mount for Flat Panel/Keyboard Combos (40 lbs/18.9 kg Max.)
WS-0004-30
• Provides lateral positioning, extension, gas spring-assisted height adjustment, and swivel/tilt adjustments for optimal viewing angle
• Dual pivoting extension is ideal for obtaining additional reach or clearance for access
• Features a parallel linkage for constant viewing angle throughout the vertical range of motion
• Vertical motion range +/- 60 degrees with 17”/43.2 cm total travel
• Lateral motion range (from perpendicular to the wall) +/- 90 degrees
• Optimal weight range: 22 - 40 lbs/10 - 18.2 kg
• Maximum Load: 40 lbs/18.2 kg
NOTE: Channel sold separately

Dual Channel Ceiling Column
CM-0010-01 12”/30.5 cm column
CM-0010-02 18”/45.7 cm column
CM-0010-03 24”/60.9 cm column
*Refer to Dual Channel Ceiling Mount Column for more details.

Dual Channel Counter Column
QCT-0017-01 8”/20.3 cm
QCT-0017-02 12”/30.5 cm
QCT-0017-03 18”/45.7 cm
QCT-0017-04 24”/60.9 cm
*Refer to Dual Channel Countertop Column for more details.

Dual Flat Panel Bracket shown on 12”/30.5 cm M-Series Wall Mount.

Dual Flat Panel Bracket shown on a VHM Variable Height Mount with optional rear extension.

Dual Flat Panel Bracket shown on Dual Channel Ceiling Column. Available in three sizes.

Dual Flat Panel Bracket shown on the Dual Channel Countertop Mount. Available in four sizes.

Variable Height Roll Stand is adjustable to various height users and applications.
Refer to Information System Component Dual Flat Panel Mounting Solutions for more information.